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abstract
Cognitive Radio Networks have recently attracted attention because of high efficiency and
throughput performance. They transmit (1) repetitively collected readings (e.g. monitoring) and (2) highly confidential data (e.g. geometric location). However, the privacy and
the authenticity of the transmitted data are major challenges. This paper proposes a novel
steganographic technique that guarantees (1) strong end-to-end protection of the confidential information by hiding them randomly inside the normal readings using a generated
key, and (2) robust evidence of authenticity for the transported readings. To expand hiding, the Walsh–Hadamard Transformation (WHT) is used to decompose normal readings
into a set of coefficients. To achieve minimum distortion, only the least featured coefficients are used. To achieve high security, a key is used to reshape the coefficients into a
random 2D M-by-N matrix and to generate a randomly selected order used in the hiding
process. To accurately measure the distortion after hiding and extracting the confidential
data, Percentage Residual Difference (PRD) has been used. It is obvious from experiments
that our technique has little effect on the original readings (<1%). Also, our security evaluation proves that unauthorized retrieval of the intended confidential information within
a reasonable time is highly improbable.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently, there has been a huge interest and an increase in the amount of remotely collected data [1]. The purposes of such
collections can be monitoring environmental phenomena, battlefield scenarios, surveillance, manufacturing automation,
traffic screening and remote healthcare. The data is mainly collected using Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) which consist
of large numbers of small sensors that have limited computational capabilities and low battery power [2]. Commonly, the
collected data are: (1) normal readings (e.g. environmental or monitoring data), and (2) highly sensitive information (e.g. IDs,
battlefield geometric location or secret nuclear facility features). This information is periodically sent via a predetermined
spectrum (e.g. 2.4 GHz). However, the extraordinary amount of transmitted data (e.g. continuous military surveillance) and
the massive demand on the spectrum reservation result in wireless communications issues such as ‘‘spectrum scarcity’’ [3].
To overcome these issues, a new wireless communication technology called Cognitive Radio (CR) has emerged [4]. It
deploys a simple idea where the licensed spectrum can be shared by a Secondary User (SU) whenever the Primary User
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Fig. 1. Main issues faced when different information (e.g. environmental, multimedia and soldiers sensitive data) are periodically collected by CR sensors
in a battlefield area and should be sent to cloud-based servers for authorized management.

(PU) is idle (i.e. white space). CR allows SU to sense the licensed bands and whenever the space is white, SUs can utilize
these bands to improve the communication performance, throughput and reduce the interference between the applications
that use the identical or overlapping bands such as Bluetooth and ZigBee at 2.4 GHz [5]. Therefore, tremendous efforts are
currently being spent to develop various standardizations to exploit this opportunity. For example, a Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) project called neXt Generation (XG) is focused on how unused spectrum (e.g. TV band)
technologies can be utilized for US military applications [6,7]. Also, CR technology has recently been implemented in various
sets of applications such as medicine and traffic screening [8–10]. Despite the obvious advantages, CR Networks (CRNs) cause
many security issues in addition to the traditional WSN troubles which can be categorized as follows.
1. The confidentiality and the privacy of the transmitted sensitive content (e.g. soldiers’ sensitive and geometric locations).
2. The authenticity and the integrity of the collected normal readings because of the CR sensors’ presence in hostile areas
and the possible—natural or malicious interference.
Although these problems have been discussed in traditional WSNs, we are compelled to target these issues in a CRN
context because: (1) they are rarely targeted in today’s management model where the data is stored and processed by third
parties’ machines (i.e. Cloud Providers CPs), and (2) in using CRN technology, the data may be sent in a spectrum that has
no authentication mechanism (e.g. TV broadcasting [11]) as in the XG project (See Fig. 1). Therefore, this paper proposes a
novel solution for these issues based on the following questions:

• How can the transmitted sensitive information be protected without disrupting any possible operations at data
aggregators and CPs?

• How can the authenticity and the integrity of the transmitted normal readings be checked, especially if the data are sent
in a spectrum that has no authentication mechanism, such as a TV band?

• Can both requirements be met without revealing the sensitive information to CPs?
To solve these issues, most of the early solutions relied heavily on traditional cryptography techniques such as symmetric,
asymmetric and digital signature [12–18]. However, they suffer from two main limitations.

• The huge delay and overhead of these approaches that result from thousands or millions of mathematical operations in
order to achieve high security, which usually cannot be handled by existing CR sensors’ capabilities (i.e. memory and
power).
• Changing the form of all original data into a ciphertext makes applying operations on the data more difficult at aggregators
(i.e. where the transmitted data may be collected and compressed) and CPs.
To solve some of traditional cryptography issues, a recent non-traditional cryptography technique called homomorphism
has been used [19–21]. The advantage of this technique is that the encrypted data can be worked on at data aggregators and
CPs without revealing its meaning and thus provides a strong end-to-end security. However, homomorphic techniques are
still not feasible in practical applications because their computational operations are very complex [22].
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Fig. 2. The main scenario of our proposed model where sensors’ sensitive information is hidden inside normal readings and only authorized users can
retrieve this confidential data.

Steganography is another means of protecting sensitive information where a piece of secret message (i.e. watermark) is
hidden inside host data and can only be retrieved by authorized users. The advantage of steganography over cryptography
is that it requires much lower power and processing capabilities. Therefore, many solutions have been proposed using one
of the steganography aspects called digital watermarking (i.e. protecting the integrity) where a small fixed-length message
(e.g. MAC) is hidden inside the host data [22–27]. However, there are limitations in these digital watermarking techniques.

• They mainly provide strong integrity and so the receiver can extract the watermark and check the validity of the data,
but they do not protect the privacy of the transferred sensitive information (i.e. confidentiality issue).

• The watermark is embedded directly inside sensors’ readings which is called, ‘‘hiding in the spatial domain’’. This restricts
the size of the hidden secret message (i.e. capacity issue). Also, the amount of distortion (i.e. the difference between
the watermarked and the original forms) on the sensors’ readings is very high, so the watermark should be removed
whenever the normal readings are used.
1.1. Contribution
Therefore, to answer the aforementioned questions, this paper proposes a novel steganographic algorithm to: (1) protect
sensitive node information by hiding them randomly bit-by-bit inside normal CR sensors’ readings using a generated key;
and (2) provide a strong evidence of authenticity and integrity by sealing the normal transmitted readings. To overcome
the hiding capacity issue, a fast signal processing technique called FWHT is used to transform the normal readings from
their spatial domain to their frequency domain. This results in a set of decomposed values (called coefficients) [28]. The set
will contain two types of coefficients: (1) low sequence values, which represent the most featured parts of the CR sensors’
readings; and (2) high sequence coefficients that represent the least significant parts. To achieve the minimum amount of
distortion with high capacity, only least-featured coefficients are used to hide the sensitive information after reshaping them
to a random 2D M-by-N matrix using the key.
In our model (See Fig. 2), only sensitive information is encrypted (e.g. simple XOR) using a burned generated security
key at the CR sensors’ side. The resultant coefficients, after applying FWHT on the normal readings, are then reshaped to 2D
M-by-N matrix. Next, the key is used to generate the selected order of coefficients which will be used to hide the sensitive
information. An inverse FWHT is then applied to rebuild the CR sensors’ readings and send them. Later, only a receiver who
has the secret key can extract and decrypt the hidden information. The second advantage is that (i.e. Q3 answer), based on
our results, even the watermarked CR sensors’ readings can be used. There is thus no need to remove the hidden sensitive
data whenever the data is used at CPs. Also, our algorithm does not disturb the data aggregators’ mission because the form
of CR sensors’ readings is not changed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work. Section 3 introduces our algorithm
in a form of stages. Evaluation of different characteristics of the proposed technique is then presented in Section 4. Section 5
discusses our performed experiments and the results. Finally, we provide our conclusions in Section 6.
2. Related work
Any solution proposed to protect sensitive transmitted CRNs information should carefully consider the security,
efficiency and capacity because of the nature of CR sensors’ capabilities and their surrounding environment. However, most
existing proposed solutions lack a suitable balance between these three features.
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Table 1
Related work summary.
Protection technique

Features

Comments

Traditional cryptography [18,31,32]

• Use symmetric/asymmetric keys for encryption at

• Low confidentiality.

sensors side.
• Aggregators and CPs should decrypt all data before
operations.
• Receiver should decrypt all data before using them.

• Poor efficiency.
• Keys’ management issue.
• Unlimited capacity.

Homomorphic encryption [20,34,21,33]

• Use homomorphic encryption at sensors side.
• Aggregators and CPs can work on the encrypted form.
• Receiver should decrypt all data before using them.

• Strong confidentiality.
• Is not feasible in practical applications.
• Low efficiency.
• Unlimited capacity.

Digital watermark [22,25–27]

• Embed secret message (e.g. MAC) at sensors side.
• Using the spatial domain for hiding.
• Aggregators and CPs can work on the normal readings.
• Receiver should remove the watermark before using the

• Strong integrity.
• No confidentiality.
• High efficiency.
• Low capacity of embedded messages

data.

with high distortion.

Majority of the solutions have focused on the first aspect (i.e. security) and ignored the others (i.e. efficiency). For example,
models in [29–32] provide a strong security by using classical cryptography techniques (e.g. asymmetric encryption).
However, their efficiency is poor because all the data should be decrypted whenever it is used.
The other stream of solutions have targeted this issue by using a new cryptography technique (i.e. homomorphism)
such as models in [21,33]. Although they tried to have a reasonable balance between security and efficiency by
using homomorphic encryption, this non-traditional cryptography is still not feasible in practical applications for its
complexity [22].
The third stream of solutions have applied a well-known technique used in multimedia (i.e. digital watermarking) to
guarantee the authenticity of the transmitted data as in models [22,25–27]. However, these solutions mainly focused on
the integrity of the transmitted data but they neglected the end-to-end privacy preservation of the sensitive information
(i.e. security issue). Secondly, only few bits can be embedded in the transmitted readings (i.e. capacity issue). Thirdly, the
used classical watermarking technique results in certain amount of overhead in the transmitted data such as in [27]. Table 1
summarizes most of the related work, which can be categorized into 3 classes based on the techniques used (i.e. using
traditional and non-traditional cryptography, and digital watermarking).
3. Methodology
The proposed steganography algorithm takes into consideration a reasonable balance between the security and the
efficiency in such a way that: (1) there is little effect on the normal CR sensors’ readings, so the data can be used without
removing the watermark (i.e. hidden sensitive information) and (2) it is impossible for illegitimate parties to extract the
hidden information without using an appropriate key.
The operations at the remotely distributed CR sensors’ side can be categorized into 4 stages.
3.1. Encryption
The goal of this stage is that the encryption and hiding processes of the sensitive information in the normal CR sensors’
readings must be completely random and different among CR sensors, and so disallow unauthorized parties from retrieving
them properly. Therefore, a security key will be generated for every distributed CR sensor’s node and will be known only to
the end receiver of the data. This key has two main tasks:
1. Encrypt the sensitive information (e.g. IDs and geometric location data) before the hiding process using XOR operation,
which is very fast and suits the CR sensor’s technical capabilities. This can be shown in Eq. (1)


S=S




KEY

(1)

where
is a XOR operation, S is the original sensitive information and 
S is the encrypted form.
2. Generate the sequence of selected coefficients that will be used to hide the confidential CR sensors’ information. Then, it
will be shifted 1 character and generate the second layer of selected coefficients and so on. This is shown in Eq. (2) and
will be fully comprehensible after reading Section 3.3.


N = fx (KEY )
where 
N is the generated sequence of coefficients.

(2)
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Fig. 3. CR sensors’ readings: (a) Direct plot, (b) After applying FWHT and (c) Rebuilt form after zeros more than 90% of FWHT coefficients.

3.2. FWHT transform
WHT is a well-known process that is used to decompose a signal into a set of coefficients representing its frequency
components [35,36]. The significance of that is the resultant coefficients can be classified into: (1) low sequence coefficients
which represent most of the signal energy, and (2) high sequence coefficients representing the less important parts of
the signal. The great advantage of the technique is that the original signal can almost be reconstructed from only the low
sequence components.
For better understanding, Fig. 3 shows an example of CR sensors’ readings. (a) Plot for more than 500 temperature
samples. (b) Plot for the resultant coefficients after applying FWHT, which clearly shows the most energy is in the low
sequence coefficients from 0 to <50, whereas others are less important. Accordingly we erased all coefficients from >50 to
512 to show their effect on the reconstructed samples. (c) Plot shows the reconstructed original temperature samples from
only <50 coefficients. This figure clearly shows the flexibility and the capacity that will be derived from these coefficients.
This inspired us to use signal transformation techniques to hide more sensitive information related to CR sensor data without
increasing the actual CR sensors’ readings.
In addition, there is a fast version algorithm of WH that will give a computational complexity NLogN [37], whereas the
complexity of commonly used WH is O(N 2 ) [38]. Therefore, FWHT is used in our algorithm and is shown in Eq. (3).
yn =

N −1
1 

N i=0

xi FWHT (n, i),

n = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1

(3)

where yn is the resultant coefficient, xi is the original sample value and FWHT (n, i) is the applied transformation [37,38].
FWHT simply works by applying a Walsh generated matrix that is correlated to the number of samples. The matrix
values are +1 and −1. The order of rows in this matrix can be Sequency, which is used in signal processing, Hadamard—
used in controls applications or Dyadic which is used in mathematics. A simple FWHT matrix for only 4 samples is shown in
Eq. (4) [39].

  

s1
+w11
s2  +w21
s  · +w
3
31
s4
+w41

+w12
+w22
−w32
−w42

+w13
−w23
−w33
+w43

  
+w14
c1
−w24  c2 
=
+w34  c3 
−w44
c4

(4)

where Ss are the original CR sensors data, ws are FWHT matrix values and cs are the resultant coefficient values.
In this paper, FWHT is chosen for two main reasons: (1) the original CR sensors’ data can be accurately reconstructed from
only a few coefficients, allowing others to be freely used to hide a reasonable amount of sensitive information, and (2) FWHT
uses less storage space, is faster to calculate and consumes fewer resources than many other transformation techniques such
as Fast Fourier, Chirp Z and Frequency Response of Digital Filter because it uses only real additions and subtractions [28].
Therefore, in this paper FWHT is applied to different real-time collected CR sensors’ readings (e.g. temperature, humidity,
light and voltage) and the resultant coefficients will be reshaped to a 2D matrix. The first few low sequence coefficients
will not be manipulated because they represent the most important part of the CR sensors’ readings. On the other hand, a
number of bits will be changed in the remainder of FWHT coefficients, called the steganography level. Also, to guarantee
the minimum acceptable amount of distortion to the actual CR sensors’ readings, many experiments have been performed
to select an appropriate steganography level (i.e. how many bits can be hidden in the less important coefficients) as shown
in Fig. 4. From the results of those experiments, about five bits will be hidden in the randomly-selected high sequence
coefficients.
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Fig. 4. Effect of applying steganography using different levels 1 bit/2 bits/3 bits/5 bits on the resultant PRD for each coefficient.

Fig. 5. Block diagram shows the steps of hiding sensitive CR sensors information inside their normal readings.

3.3. Hiding
At this stage, the sensitive information will be hidden inside the resultant coefficients, after applying FWHT to the CR
sensors’ readings. However, to guarantee a high level of security and to prevent unauthorized parties from accessing this
information, three layers of security are implemented. These are:
1. The sensitive information is encrypted using a security key (i.e. shared key);
2. The key is used to scramble and reshape the resultant coefficients from 1D to 2D of M-by-N, and
3. The key is used to generate the selected coefficients’ order from different rows.
This will guarantee that only an authorized receiver who has the security key can extract and decrypt the sensitive
information properly.
The detailed process of hiding is shown in Fig. 5. After applying FWHT to the normal CR sensors’ readings, the resultant
coefficients are scrambled and reshaped to M-by-N 2D matrix. The key is then used to encrypt the sensitive information
after converting both to bits. Next, the key will be used to generate the selected order of first row coefficients which is based
on the ASCII positions of the key character set. After that, the secret bits will be embedded corresponding to this order. After
finishing all selected coefficients, the key will be shifted 1-character to generate the second row of selected coefficients and
again will be used to hide, and so on.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram shows how selected coefficients’ order is generated from the key in 5 steps.

Fig. 6 shows a simple example of how the key can be used to generate the selected coefficients’ order for a single row.
It starts by converting the key into ASCII and a default position value will be given. Then, order the key ASCII in ascending
manner and another position value will be assigned (i.e. ascending position order). Finally, return the key ASCII to its original
order using default position order (to avoid having 2 different keys resulting in a similar sequence of numbers) and the
resultant ascending position order is regarded as the selected coefficients’ order. However, in our algorithm, the key length
will be more than 32 symbols in length.
The detailed hiding algorithm is demonstrated in algorithm 1. It begins by initializing the required variables. FWHT is then
applied and the resultant coefficients will be shifted and processed to be in an integer format. Next, the algorithm will shuffle
the coefficients into 2D using the key. The secret bits are then hidden in different coefficients. Finally, the 2D coefficients will
be reshuffled, re-scaled to their original format and inverse FWHT is implemented to produce the watermarked readings
which will be transmitted.
Algorithm 1 The hiding Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

i, j, k : counters
m, n : 2D matrix size
coef : FWHT coefficients matrix
S : secret bits
Apply FWHT on host data
Rescale coef → int
shuffle coef → 2D
/*Start hiding*/
while counter < EoF coef do
for i = 1 : n do
for j = 1 : m do
Hide 5 bits of S (k) → coef (i, j)
if EoF S then
Start again
end if
end for
end for
counter = counter + 1
end while
Re − shuffle coef → original form
Re − rescale coef → original form
Apply Inverse FWHT to host data
return Watermarked readings

3.4. Inverse FWHT re-composition
The resultant coefficients after the hiding process are called watermarked (i.e. sealed) coefficients. At this stage, the
watermarked coefficients will be re-reshaped and the Inverse FWHT applied to convert CR sensors’ readings from their
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Fig. 7. The main steps to retrieve the sensitive information.
Table 2
An example of different key lengths, characters sets and their possible combinations.
Symbol length

Character set

Probabilities

32
64
128
32
64
128

128
128
128
256
256
256

2.7e+67
7.3e+134
5.3e+269
1.2e+77
1.3e+154

∞

frequency domain to their original time domain. The result is a reconstructed form called watermarked CR sensors’ readings
(i.e. contains hidden confidential information) which is quite similar to the original CR sensors’ readings. The beauty of that
is even the watermarked CR sensors’ readings can be used as the original form; However, only authorized receivers (i.e. with
security key) can extract the hidden information (e.g. IDs and geometric location information) and verify them. The inverse
FWHT can be defined by Eq. (5)
xi =

N −1
1 

N i =0

yn IFWHT (n, i),

i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1

(5)

where xi is the original sample value, yn is the resultant coefficient from the decomposition process and IFWHT (n, i) is the
inverse transformation [37,38].
3.5. Retrieval of confidential information
To properly retrieve and decrypt the hidden sensitive information, the receiver must have the security key. The process
is almost identical to the hiding process except that it extracts the bits instead of hiding them. Fig. 7 shows the detailed
process. First, we apply FWHT on the CR sensors’ readings. The key is then used to reshape the FWHT coefficients into a 2D
matrix. Next, the key is used to generate the selected order of the first row and start extracting the sensitive bits from each
selected coefficient. The key will then be shifted and generate the second layer of selected coefficients, and so on. Finally, by
using the key we can decrypt the secret bits and verify the resultant information.
4. Security analysis
The security of our proposed algorithm relies on the proposition that, unless the receiver knows in advance (1) the full
CR sensors’ readings, and (2) the security key, the sensitive hidden data cannot be retrieved and decrypted properly.
The crucial parameter is the encryption key because it is used to give three layers of security (See Fig. 5): (1) reshape FWHT
coefficients into 2D M-by-N matrix, (2) encrypt the sensitive information, and (3) generate a random order of coefficients
to hide the encrypted bits. Therefore, this key should be kept secret and known only to two parties: (1) the sender (i.e. CR
sensors) where the key should be burned and used whenever the collected CR sensors’ readings are sent, and (2) the receiver
who can extract and read the hidden confidential information and check its validity. Other parties (including CPs) can only
see the normal CR sensors’ readings. In this paper, the key is generated and will be kept secret at the CR sensors and the
receiver ends. The maximum number of probabilities is shown in Eq. (6). Therefore, the longer the key, the stronger will be
the algorithm.
P = NL

(6)

where the key can be L Symbols in length and the probabilities of these symbols is N. Table 2 shows a summary of used
character set and length of the key with the maximum number of probabilities.
To protect the hidden (secret) information from being extracted without the key, the total number of combinations after
applying FWHT on the host data (i.e. normal CR sensors’ readings) should have a suitable size (see Eq. (7)).
T =

m

i=x

R! ×

n

j =x

C! × NL

(7)
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where T is the total number of combinations, R and C are the number of rows and columns from the reshaped 2D coefficients
matrix and x is a threshold which represents the minimum number of coefficients which can be selected from each row.
Assume CR sensors’ readings of length 512 samples, and reshaped to 2D matrix coefficients of size 32-by-16 after applying
FWHT. The assumed threshold is 16-by-8, the key character set is 256 and its symbols length is 128 (see Eq. (8)).
T =

32

i=16

R! ×

16


C ! × 256128 ⇒ T = ∞.

(8)

j=8

It is therefore highly improbable that the intended sensitive information can be retrieved in a reasonable (practical) time.
5. Implementations
5.1. Dataset
In our experiments, various CR sensors’ readings were randomly selected from two different datasets. The first dataset
is collected and published by Intel Berkeley Research Lab 2004 [40], and the second is collected and published by research
group from University of North Carolina at Greensboro 2010 [41]. For brevity in this paper, most of the results that will
be shown are data collected by environmental monitoring sensors such as temperature, humidity, light and voltage. For
each, experiments were performed to hide and retrieve the sensitive information according to our algorithm described in
Sections 3.3 and 3.5. The confidential data was a set of information that must be secret such as IDs, geometric location data
and other private information, which are converted into bits to be hidden inside CR sensors’ readings.
5.2. Method
Our experiments can be categorized in two main parts; hiding and retrieval. (1) The hiding is used by distributed CR
sensors nodes to hide CR sensors’ secret information in their normal readings and the steps described in Section 3.3, (2) The
retrieval process will be at the receiver’s end as explained in 3.5, so even if the CR sensors’ normal readings that contain the
secret bits are intercepted by an intruder, it will not reveal any information. Matlab programming language has been used
to implement and test the feasibility of our algorithm.
5.3. Steganography efficiency
To accurately evaluate our algorithm effect on the difference between the original and the watermarked CR sensors’
readings (i.e. resultant distortion), a Percentage Residual Difference (PRD) measure [42,43] of each coefficient is calculated,
after applying FWHT decomposition. PRD is a widely-known measurement that can precisely measure any reconstruction
error between the original and the reconstructed form of the coefficients after applying signal processing transformations
such FWHT as shown in Eq. (9).


 N

 (ci − 
ci )
 i=1

× 100
PRDj = 
N
 
(ci2 )

(9)

i=1

where ci is an original coefficient, and 
ci is a reconstructed coefficient for watermarked data.
Similarly, the distortion caused by the extraction process is measured by calculating PRD between the original and the
extracted CR sensors’ readings (i.e. after removing all secret bits).
5.4. Experiments and results
To obtain unbiased results, we experimented our proposed algorithm with different keys as well as various CR sensors’
readings lengths such as 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096 samples. Also, to get the highest distortion effect, all high sequence
coefficients have been used. For brevity in this paper, we present 6 (five) cases of our results. (1) Fig. 8 shows an example
of 4 original CR sensors’ readings plots (temperature, humidity, light and voltage) used to hide sensitive information, and
the watermarked form before and after the watermark extraction process. (2) Table 3 shows the exact PRD results from the
temperature and humidity CR sensors’ readings between the original and watermarked form as well as between the original
and the extracted forms. (3) Table 4 shows the PRD results from light and voltage CR sensors’ readings. (4) Fig. 9 proves that
whenever a fixed amount of sensitive data is hidden in a bigger host data size, the amount of distortion is slightly decreased.
(5) Fig. 10 shows that, despite using all host data samples in the hiding process with different sizes (e.g. 512, 1024 and
2048), our algorithm behavior and the resultant distortion is still stable whenever the same number of host data samples
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Fig. 8. 4 examples of CR sensors’ readings: (a) Direct plot for original form. (b) Watermarked form that contains the hidden sensitive information (i.e. IDs
and geometric location data) and (c) Extracted form (i.e. after removing the sensitive information).
Table 3
PRD results for temperature and humidity CR sensors’ readings from dataset 1.
Segment no

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Temperature

Humidity

PRD % watermarked

PRD % extracted

PRD % watermarked

PRD % extracted

0.1482
0.1413
0.1781
0.1791
0.1205
0.1792
0.1575
0.1339
0.1251
0.1760
0.1683
0.1226

0.1705
0.1702
0.2128
0.2055
0.1440
0.2115
0.1930
0.1633
0.1535
0.1979
0.1969
0.1495

0.0820
0.0912
0.0764
0.0717
0.0795
0.0700
0.0678
0.0772
0.0845
0.0769
0.0756
0.0977

0.1016
0.1048
0.0940
0.0892
0.0943
0.0842
0.0800
0.0933
0.1037
0.0920
0.0892
0.1203

Table 4
PRD results for light and voltage CR sensors readings.
Segment no

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Light

Voltage

PRD % watermarked

PRD % extracted

PRD % watermarked

PRD % extracted

0.0354
0.0129
0.0672
0.0658
0.0617
0.0672
0.0677
0.0410
0.0296
0.0841
0.0691
0.0672

0.0423
0.0150
0.0670
0.0789
0.0767
0.0715
0.0793
0.0484
0.0357
0.1014
0.0886
0.0670

1.1712
0.9072
0.9266
0.9298
1.0721
0.9449
0.9236
0.8989
0.9114
0.9169
0.9319
0.9204

0.7733
1.2203
1.2187
1.2287
1.3220
1.2485
1.2388
1.1923
1.2093
1.2277
1.2509
1.2104

is used. (6) Fig. 11 accurately measures the time and the space taken by the proposed algorithm to accomplish both phases
the hiding and the extraction which clearly is very low – <0.03 s – in all cases (see Table 5).
In all cases, despite the different sizes of CR sensors’ readings and different ranges of values, all PRDs are about or less
than 1%. This means that the effect will only be to the third or fourth decimal values which are ignored in many cases
(i.e. temperature and humidity). This proves that our proposed algorithm will be stable and provide little distortion on the
original CR sensors’ readings. On the other hand, it offers a great advantage by securing the sensitive information in such a
way that (1) does not increase the actual CR sensors’ readings size, (2) preserves the bandwidth, storage space and power
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Table 5
PRD results for temperature and humidity CR sensors’ readings from dataset 2.
Segment no

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Temperature

Humidity

PRD % watermarked

PRD % extracted

PRD % watermarked

PRD % extracted

0.0174
0.0177
0.0168
0.0172
0.0145
0.0197
0.0208
0.0148
0.0135
0.0173
0.0175
0.0188

0.0761
0.0776
0.0766
0.0773
0.0695
0.0765
0.0778
0.0807
0.0789
0.0753
0.0761
0.0784

0.0327
0.0289
0.0280
0.0326
0.0315
0.0300
0.0265
0.0354
0.0278
0.0277
0.0332
0.0299

0.1335
0.1386
0.1458
0.1338
0.1333
0.1350
0.1391
0.1447
0.1449
0.1329
0.1475
0.1419

(a) PRD results original-watermarked.

(b) PRD results original-extracted.

Fig. 9. Fixed amount of sensitive data of size X is hidden in different host data size 512/1024/2048/4096. Distortion decreased with more host data size.
(a) PRDs between the original and watermarked form, (b) PRDs between the original and the extracted form.

(a) PRD results original-watermarked.

(b) PRD results original-extracted.

Fig. 10. Despite using all host data samples, there is stability in the resultant distortion whenever using the same number of samples (e.g. 16 cases use
512, 16 cases use 1024 and 16 cases use 2048) temperature samples. (a) PRDs between the original and watermarked form, (b) PRDs results between the
original and the extracted form.

consumption at the distributed CR sensors environment, and (3) only an authorized receiver can retrieve the hidden secured
information: others (e.g. CPs) can only see the watermarked form which is almost similar to the original CR sensors’ readings.
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Fig. 11. The required time and space to hide and extract sensitive information in the collected CR sensors readings.
Table 6
Summary of improvements.
Feature

Model in [27]

Our algorithm

Size of hidden information per coefficient
Extra overheads
Hiding mechanism
Security key

1 bit
≥x%
Static
–

5 bits
0%
Dynamic–random
√

5.5. Comparison with existing models
To the best of our knowledge, there is no research work that uses steganography with signal processing (i.e.
Walsh–Hadamard transformation) to protect the privacy and the authenticity of the collected and transmitted data in the
cognitive radio networks context. However, there is a recent work proposed by Huang and Fang [27] that has similar approach with different context. Therefore, our work is compared with this recent technique in [27] where the authors used
histogram and quad-tree decomposition to hide user identification in the transmitted image.
There are three main improvements in our technique: (1) The capacity of the hidden information is much higher in our
algorithm than in model [27] where up to 5 bits can be hidden in each coefficient because of using FWHT, whereas only 1
bit can be embedded in their algorithm. (2) There is no overhead in our algorithm which means the size of the watermarked
coefficients is equal to the original size, whereas the algorithm in [27] has a certain size of overheads because of using quadtree decomposition. (3) Most importantly, our algorithm is much more secure than the model in [27] because they are hiding
the sensitive bits directly in a static fixed positions without a security key, whereas in our algorithm a three layers of security
are enforced which are scrambling the resultant coefficients, encrypting the sensitive data and generating a random order
to hide the bits dynamically in different and random coefficients. Table 6 highlights most of the improvements over existing
techniques.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel steganographic algorithm has been proposed that ensures: (1) a strong end-to-end protection for CR
sensors’ sensitive transmitted information by hiding them randomly bit-by-bit inside the transmitted normal CR sensors’
readings using a generated key, and (2) a robust proof of authenticity and integrity by stamping the normal transmitted
readings. To achieve the minimum amount of distortion with high capacity, a fast signal processing technique called FWHT
is used to transform the normal readings from their spatial domain to their frequency domain which results in a set of
decomposed coefficients. Only least featured coefficients are used to hide the sensitive information after reshaping them to
a random 2D M-by-N matrix using the key. To accurately measure the amount of distortion after watermark and extraction
processes, PRD has been used. It is explicit from all experiments that our algorithm has little effect on the original CR sensors’
readings which means that no need to reveal any sensitive information to aggregators and CPs to work on the data. Also, a
preliminary security evaluation proves that it is highly improbable that the intended sensitive information can be retrieved
within a reasonable time.
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